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How to Get Rich in the California Gold Rush follows the adventures of the charming, witty, fictitious

Thomas Hartley as a way of offering a fascinating and fully historical portrait of life in the California

gold fields. Archival imagery pairs with delightful and humorous artwork to produce a visual feast for

the eyes. The inimitable Mr. Hartleyâ€™s guide is a unique snapshot of a key period in the

economic development of our countryâ€”and a fun romp through time.National Geographic supports

K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources.VisitÂ www.natgeoed.org/commoncoreÂ for

more information.
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Starred Review. Grade 4â€“7â€”This fictionalized account of a young prospector and entrepreneur's

gold rush adventures is presented as if it were an actual historical document recorded between

1849 and 1851. Both an editor's note at the outset and an afterword by Marc Aronson stress the fact

that Thomas Hartley's existence cannot be verified. That said, Hartley's journey takes himself and

two companions from Connecticut to the California gold fields via the Panama land passage and,

ultimately, two years later, back again (wealthier and wiser) to reunite with his family and

sweetheart. An antique-looking ledger sheet records his income and expenses on each page as he

earns and loses money in various exploits, which include meeting greedy con men, gold strikes, and

gambling losses in San Francisco. Old-fashioned language and tongue-in-cheek humor are used



throughout. An excellent list of further reading and online resources accompanies the "Encyclopedia

of the Gold Rush," in which unusual words and historical figures are defined and described. Richly

illustrated with a mix of historically authentic lithographs and "Thomas Hartley's" drawings, this book

is a colorful and lively introduction to the period for young history buffs.â€”Madeline J. Bryant, Los

Angeles Public Library Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All

rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

*Starred Review* This first book in the How to Get Rich series deftly blendsÂ story with history to

not only give readers an understanding ofÂ a gold rush but also to provide a lighthearted and

engaging entry point into frontier life. The story (with a tongue-in-cheek claim to be true)Â follows

three young men as they decide to try their luck as prospectors out west. Period lithographs are

reproduced alongside original illustrations, all lending to the historical feel of the gold rush era, as

the young men embark upon their journey, meet with moderate but backbreaking success, fall apart

when they run out of money, and eventually all set out on their own to pursue different means of

getting rich. This is where the book really shinesâ€”showing how very few people actually got rich

panning and mining for gold, butÂ demonstrating that aÂ vast number claimed sharesÂ of wealth by

creating the various trades and services necessary to support the influx of people bustling into the

new towns out west. A ledger on each page tracks the young menâ€™s finances in a genuinely

exciting way,Â addingÂ a sly element of math to this well-conceived and compulsively appealing

book. KidsÂ wonâ€™t even realize how much theyâ€™re learning. Grades 4-8. --Ian Chipman --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Great inside photos. The cover could be more appealing. A lot of information packed into this book.

Enjoyed the use of letters to make the Gold Rush Era come alive. What better way to understand a

time period than in the words of someone who lived it.

Not as in depth as I would have liked.
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